Helsinki 09.12.2019

To: Nominated referees and their Associations, LOC  
Cc: IFF RC, IFF Competition

**Men’s WFC Qualification AOFC in Bangkok, Thailand, 2
nd of March – 7
th of March 2020**

The IFF Referee Committee has appointed the following referee pairs to the Men’s World Floorball Championships AOFC Qualifications, to be played in Bangkok, Thailand, 2
nd of March – 7
th of March 2020.

Referees:

**Bartosz Burek / Wojciech Czarnecki POL**  
**Jong Suk Shin / Young June Lee KOR**  
**Sharil Ismail / Oswind Rosayro SGP**

Referee Observer and the Head of the Referees

**Frank Leuenberger SUI**

Your travel to the event is organized by IFF and more information about details will follow later.

Kindest regards

**International Floorball Federation**  
Referee Committee  
Carlos Lopez  
Chairman

Veli Halonen b.d.